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We deal with the general concept of lattice repleteness. Specifically, we 
systematize the study of several important special cases of repleteness, namely, 
realcompactness, a-completeness, N-compactness, and Borel-completeness; we 
apply our general results on repleteness to specific lattices in topological spaces, in 
particular, to analytic spaces: we utilize the concept of G,-closure to obtain 
necessary or sufficient conditions for repleteness (this portion of our work 
generalizes important theorems of Mrowka on Stone-Cechcompactification, of 
Frolik on realcompact spaces, and of Wenjen on realcompact spaces); finally. we 
extend the measure representation material of Varadarajan and then we utilize the 
results to obtain further applications to repleteness. 
INTRODUCTION 
Consider any set X and any lattice of subsets of X, i”. The algebra of 
subsets of X generated by % is denoted by J/(Y), the set of all (linitely- 
additive) measures on L&‘(Y), by M(P), the set of all elements of M(P) 
which are P-regular, by MR(LP), and the set of all elements of M?(Y) 
which are u-smooth (equivalently, countably-additive), by MR(a, 2’); 
furthermore, the set of all elements of MR(ip) which are O-l valued and 
nontrivial is denoted by IR(P). 
For the general element of M(P), ~1, the support of ,U is defined to be 
fl1L E W&V =PGW and is denoted by S(u). 9 (more accurately the 
ordered pair (X, 9)) is said to be replete iff for every element of ZR(o, if), 
,u, S(U) # 0. It is to be recalled that this general notion of lattice repleteness 
subsumes the notions of realcompactness [9], a-completeness [7], N- 
compactness [ 121, Borel-completeness [lo], etc. 
In this paper, we study in detail this general concept and can, therefore. 
systematize the study of all these special cases. In addition, our general 
results on repleteness lead to new results when applied to specific lattices in 
topological spaces, in particular to analytic spaces [ 141. 
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In the first section of the paper, we show that (IR(a, Y), W,(Y) (for the 
definition of W,(Y) see below) is replete if P is disjunctive; we, then, seek 
conditions on 9+ which will ensure that IR(a, Y) with respect to various 
topological lattices will be, e.g., realcompact, a-complete, N-compact, Borel- 
complete. etc. 
We, then, in the second section of the paper, return to the general setting 
and show that under suitable conditions on %‘, IR(o, Y’) = x6, the .‘%- 
closure of X in IR(Y), where IR(LP) has been topologized with the Wallman 
topology. This work generalizes the important work of Mrowka on the 
Stone-tech-compactification [ 15 ] and leads, subsequently. to new necessary 
and sufftcient conditions for % to be replete (Theorems 3.2 and 3.3.) Special 
cases of these theorems are important theorems of Frolik [8] and Wenjen 
1181. 
In the final section of the paper, we extend the measure representation 
material of Varadarajan [ 17) and show that for suitable LP, IR(o, LP) is 
homeomorphic to a closed subspace of a Cartesian product of real lines. 
This, again, yields new explicit representations when particular lattices are 
chosen in topological spaces and, subsequently, new applications to 
repleteness. 
1. TERMINOLOGY AND NOTATION 
(a) Consider any set X and any lattice of subsets of X, P. We shall 
always assume, without loss of generality for our purposes, that 0. X E 9. 
.Y is said to be 6 iff for every subset of Y, (15, ; a E A }, if A is countable, 
then n (L, ; a E A} E 9. 9 is said to be complemented iff for every element 
of 5?. L, L’ E 9. LP is said to be complement-generated iff for every element 
of _;“. L. there exists a subset of Y’, (L,; a E A), such that L = f) (LA; 
a E A} and A is countable. Y is said to be Tz iff for any two elements of X, 
a. b, if a # b, then there exist two elements of Y’, A, B, such that a E A’ and 
b E B’ and A’ n B’ = 0. LP is said to be separating iff for any two elements 
of X, a. b, if a + b, then there exists an element of 9, A, such that a E A and 
b 6Z A. P is said to be disjunctive iff for every element of X, a, for every 
element of 9, B, if a $ B, then there exists an element of Y, A, such that 
a E A, and A n B = 0. ic: is said to be normal iff for any two elements of 
9, A, B, if A n B = 0, then there exist two elements of Y, C. D, such that 
A c C’ and B c D’ and C’ n D’ = 0. i”’ is said to be Lindel$ iff for every 
subset of Y, (L, ; a E A }, if n (L n ; a E A} = 0, then there exists a subset of 
A, A *, such that 0 (L, ; a E A*} = 0 and A * is countable. Y is said to be 
compact iff for every subset of Y’, (L, ; a E A}. if n (L, ; a E A} = 0, then 
there exists a subset of A, A *, such that n (L, ; a E A *} = 0 and A * is 
finite. 9 is said to be countably compact iff for every subset of 9, (L, : 
a E A}. if n(L a ; a E A } = 0 and A is countable, then there exists a subset 
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of A, A *, such that n (L n ; a E A * } = 0 and A * is finite. 1 is said to be 
countab!,, paracompact iff for every sequence in 2’. (A,,:.:. if (A.:: is 
decreasing and lim, A,l = 0, then there exists a sequence in dk, (B,J, such 
that for every n. A,, c B;, and (II;) is decreasing and lim, B; = 0. 
Next. consider any two lattices of subsets of X. J,, 2:. 1, is said to 
semiseparate Yz iff for every element of 1;. L , , for every element of <?. L J 
which are disjoint, there exists an element of Ii;, L’,. such that L2 c L, and 
L , n 2, = 0. 2; is said to separate -PI iff for any two elements of 2?, L? , L-Z 
which are disjoint, there exist two elements of Y”, , L, , E,, such that Lz c L, 
andL?cL, and L,fTL,=a. 
(b) The set of natural numbers is denoted by N. For an arbitrary 
function, f, the domain off is denoted by D,. The set whose general element 
is the intersection of an arbitrary subset of 9 which is countable is denoted 
by 69. The set whose general element is the intersection of an arbitrary 
subset of 9 is denoted by W. A function, f, from X to R U ( f co } is said to 
be IP-continuous iff for every closed subset of R U { f 03 }, C, f ‘(C) E %. 
The set whose general element is a function from X to R U ( f co } which is 
P-continuous is denoted by C(Y). The set whose general element is an 
element of C(Y) which is bounded is denoted by CJP). The set whose 
general element is a zero set of .Y is denoted by P(P). The algebra of 
subsets of X generated by 9 is denoted by J/(P). The o-algebra of subsets 
of X generated by 9 is denoted by o(P). The family of subsets of X which 
is closed under the formation of countable unions and intersections and 
contains ic’ and is minimal is denoted by p(Y). The family of subsets of X 
obtainable from P by the lattice Souslin operations is denoted by s(Y). 
Next, consider any algebra of subsets of X, d. A measure on &’ is defined 
to be a function, P. from .&’ to R. such that ,U is bounded and finitely 
additive. (See [2].) The set whose general element is a measure on J(Y) is 
denoted by M(P). For the general element of M(Y), ,u, the support of ,U is 
definedtoben(LEY]]~](L)=]~](X)} andisdenotedbyS(,u).Anelement 
of M(Y)), ,D, is said to be LP-regular iff for every element of M(Y), E, for 
every positive number E, there exists an element of 9, L, such that L c E 
and ],u(E) -p(L)/ < E. The set whose general element is an element of M(Y). 
which is P-regular, is denoted by MR(Y). An element of M(P), ,u, is said 
to be W(a-smooth) iff for every sequence in d(Y), (A,), if (A,,) is 
decreasing and lim, A, = 0, then lim,p(A,,) = 0. (See [ 171.) The set whose 
general element is an element of M(P), which is %-(a-smooth) is denoted by 
M(a. Y). The set whose general element is an element of M(P), ,u, such that 
,~(~&(u?)) = (0, 1 } is denoted by I(Y). 9 is said to be replete iff for every 
element of IR(a, P). ,u, S@) # 0. Next, consider any topological space X. 
and denote its collection of closed sets by 3, its collection of clopen sets, by 
P”, and its collection of Bore1 sets, by .z?. X is said to be a-complete iff .Y is 
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replete [7]. X is said to be N-compact iff V is replete [ 121. X is said to be 
Bowl-complete iff J8 is replete [lo]. 
Since every element of M(Y) is equal to the difference of nonnegative 
elements of M(Y), in the sequel we shall work, exclusively, with nonnegative 
elements of M(L), without loss of generality. 
2 
In this section, we present sufficient conditions for the realcompactness 
[9 1, N-compactness [ 121, a-completeness [ 71, and Borel-completeness [ lo] 
of IR(a, 9); we also give applications. 
Preliminaries 
Consider any set X and any lattice of subsets of X, ip, such that Y is 
separating and disjunctive. It is known that the topological space (ZR(Y), 
tW(9)) is compact and T,; it is T, iff 9 is normal. (See, e.g., [4, 161.) 
Consider the function 4 which is such that D, =X and for every element of 
X. x, +(x) = ,E,. Then, 4 is a (t-Y, t W(Y) n 4(X) = t$(Y))-homeomorphism. 
For this reason, d(X) is topologically identifiable with X. Moreover, 4(X) is 
dense in ZR(i0). Consequently, ZR(Y) is a compactification of X. It is 
known as the general Wallman compactification of X. In case @(X) is iden- 
tified with X, then X is said to be embedded in ZR(Y). Whenever (in a 
theorem) d(X) is not identified with X from a set-theoretic point of view, it is 
not necessary to assume % is separating. Whenever we wish to indicate this 
in a theorem, we shall enclose the word “separating” in parentheses. 
(,u E IR(. is o-smooth} is denoted by ZR(a, 9). Denote the general 
element of -d(Y) by A. Then, (,u E ZR(F)lp(A) = 1) is denoted by W(A), 
and (p E ZR(a, iP)],@) = 1 } is denoted by W&4 ). The following statements 
are true: 
(1) If A E A!‘(Y), then W&I)’ = IV,@‘). 
(2) If A, B E ,K?(LY), then 
(a) W,(A U B) = W,(A) U W,(B); 
tY) w,(A T‘IB) = w,(A)n W,(B); 
(y) A EJ B iff W,,(A) I W,(B); 
(6) A = B iff IV,@) = W,(B). 
(3) .d(W,(LY)) = W,(&‘(Y)). (Proofs omitted. Note all these 
statements are true if 2 is simply disjunctive.) 
Next, consider any element of M(Y), p, and the function p’, which is such 
that D,, = &‘(W,(Y)) and for every element of ,d(W,(L?)), W,(B), 
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,u’( W’,(B)) =p(B). Then. ,u’ E M( I+‘,(2 )) and. if p E MR(I ). then 
,u’ E MR( W,(Y)). Conversely, consider any element of M( u’,(Y)). p. and 
the function ,u which is such that D, = .~‘(2 ) and for every element of 
.&(2’ ), B. p(B) =,B’( W,(B)). Then, ,U E M(Y ) and p =p’. and. if 
p’ E MR( WJ2”)). then p E MR(Y’). Also. the following statement is true: If 
,U E MR(2”). then p E MR(o. -i’) iff ,u’ E MR(u. W’,(Y)). 
Part I (On the realcompactness of ZR (a. -k ) ) 
LEMMA 2.1. Consider any set X and any lattice of subsets of X. 2, such 
that 9 is disjunctive. Then, W,(Y) is replete. 
Proof Denote the general element of ZR(o. W,(Y)) by p. Show 
S@) # 0. Note S@) = (J ( W,(I”)IL E 2’ and p( W,(Y)) = I }. Consider the 
element of M(Y)), ,LL which is such that p =p’. Since fi’ = p E ZR(u, W,(Y)). 
p E ZR(u,Y). Also, for every element of %‘, L. if p(W,,(L)) = 1, then 
1 = p( W,(L)) = fi’( W,(L)) = p(L). Consequently, for every element of It’, L, 
,U E W,(g). Hence, ,U E S@). Hence, S@) # 0. Hence, W,(U) is replete. 
LEMMA 2.2. Consider any set X and any lattice of subsets of X, %‘, such 
that Y is (separating) and disjunctive. Denote the general element of 9’ b) 
L. Then, Lf”‘u’“’ = W,(L). 
Outline of proof Since i” is (separating) and disjunctive, pWt2” = W(L ). 
(Proof omitted.) Hence, 
p,cu, = ~fW(Y) n ZR(o, Y) = W(L) n ZR(u, Y) = W,(L). 
LEMMA 2.3. Consider any set X and any lattice of subsets of X, iu, such 
that 9 is separating, disjunctive, 6, and normal. Then, C(9) is algebraicallJ~ 
isomorphic to C( W,(9)). 
Outline of proof Denote the general element of C(Y) byf, and consider 
the function p which is such that Dt= ZR(u, Y) and for every element of 
ZR(u. 9), V, I(V) = {f dr. Show f is finite. For every element of N. n. 
consider (x E X 1 1 f (x)1 < n). S ince f E C(9), (x E X 1 If (x)1 < n) E 2’. 
Denote (x E X / If (x)1 < n) by L,. Note (L,) is increasing and lim, L, = X. 
Hence, since I’ E Z(u, Y), lim, v(L,) = v(X) = 1. Hence, there exists a value 
of n. n,, such that v(L,J = 1. Consider any such n,. Then, 
lfWl= Ijfdvi = 11; fdr+jhfdvi 
= l~~“~dv/*11:1lf,dv4n,,u(L.,)=n,. 
Consequently, f is finite. 
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Next, consider the function @ which is such that D, = C(Y) and for 
every element of C(9), f, Q(f) =E Sh ow @ is an algebraic isomorphism 
between C(Y) and C(tWJ9)). (a) Since 9 is 6 and normal, @(C(Y)) c 
C(W,(.Y)). (Proof omitted. See [6].) (‘J) Show @(C(9)) = C(W,(Y)). 
Denote the general element of C(W&Y)) by g. Consider g(,. Note 
g IX E C(9). Denote g IX by J Show g =J: Since X is t W(y )-dense in IR (Y), 
X is t&‘J~)-dense in IR(a, 9). Therefore, show gl, =fIx. Note for every 
element of X, X, g@,) =f(x) =f@,). Consequently, g =t Hence, 
g E @(C(Y)). Consequently, @(I) = C( W,(Y)). (y) Note 0 is linear. 
(6) Show @ is invertible. Consider any element of C(Y), f, such that 
Q(f) = 0. and show f = 0. Note 0 = Q(f) =j: Hence, for every element of 
ZR(a, Y) V, j\(r) = 0. Hence, for every element of X, x, j’@,) = 0. Conse- 
quently, for every element of X, ~,f(x) = 0. Hence, f = 0. Hence, @ is inver- 
tible. Consequently, @ is an algebraic isomorphism between C(Y) and 
C(~,(W)* 
LEMMA 2.4. Consider any set X and any lattice of subsets of X, 9, such 
that 9 is 6 and normal. Then, 9 = 3(Y) iff 9 is complement generated. 
(See PI.1 
THEOREM 2.1. Consider any set X and any lattice of subsets of X, 9, 
such that 4p is separating, disjunctive, 6, and normal. The following 
statement is true: W,(B(.Y)) = S( W,(Y)). Moreover, if C(M) = C(Y), 
then J( W,(Y)) = x(tW,(Y)) = Z(IR(o, 40)) and, consequently, 
W,(P(sF)) = z(tw,(q). 
Proof Since X(Y) is 6, W,(%(Y)) is 6, since X(9) is normal and 
disjunctive, W,(lr(9)) is normal, and since P(Y) is complement generated, 
W,(z(Y)) is complement generated. Hence, by Lemma 2.4, W,(X(9)) = 
P( W,(Z(P))). Hence, since X(-Y) c Y, WJ$(Y)) c Z( W,(.Y’)). 
Next, show Z( W,(Y)) c W,(X(Y)). Consider any element of 
a(W,(Y)), Z(h) (with h > 0), and show there exists an element of X(Y). 
Z, such that Z(h) = W,(Z). Since h E C(W,(Y)), by Lemma 2.3, there 
exists an element of C(9), g, such that h = g and g is unique. Since 
g E C(p), g-‘((0)) E .X(g). Denote g-‘((0)) by Z. Then, by Lemma 2.2, 
Z”+‘@’ = W,(Z). Since z=g~~((o))=$-l({o))nx~~-'((o)) and 
g-‘((O}) E W,(9) c rW,(+ Z’“‘u”p’ cg-‘((O}). Consequently, W,(Z) c 
g-‘((0)). Show W,(Z)=i-‘((O}). Assume W,(Z)#g-‘((O}). Then. 
there exists an element of $- ‘( {O)), V, such that v 65 W,(Z). Consider any 
such v. Since v E g-‘((O)), g(v) = 0. Moreover, since v 6? W,(Z), v(Z’) = 1. 
Then, g(v) = j g dv>j,, g dv since g>O (because h>O). Next, consider any 
sequence in R +, (E,), such that lim, E, = 0. For every n, note g- ‘( [E,,, 
+a,)) E 9’. Denote g-‘([.sn, +co)) by L,. Note Z’ = U, L,. Hence, since 
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I’ E [(a. I’), I = l’(Z’) < x,, v(L,j. Hence. there exists a value of n, n,. such 
that v(L,,,) = 1. Consider any such n,,. Then, .I’= g dv > Jr, g dv > en0 v(L ,,,, j = 
E,,~ > 0. Consequently, $(v) > 0. (Contradiction.) Hence, !VJZ) = g ‘( (0 I). 
Consequently. Z(h) = W,(Z). Hence, Z(h) E W,(Z(4/‘)). Hence, 
J( W,(Y)) c W,(P(F)). Consequently, W,($(Y’)) = P( W,(Y)). 
Next, assume C(tY) = C(Y), and show I( W,(U )) = P(~W,(Y )). Shou 
C( W,(P)) = C(t WV(P)). (a) Note C( W,(;“‘)) c C(tW,(Y)). (J?) Show 
C(tW,(Y)) c C(W,(Y)). Denote the general element of C(tW,(F)) by h. 
Consider hi,. Note hi, E C(M). Hence, since C(W) = C(U ), hi,. E C(2 ). 
Denote h Ix by g. Then, h = b. (Proof omitted.) Hence, h E C(W,(Y)) 
(see Lemma 2.3). Hence, C(t W,(Y)) c C( WV(Y)). (17) Consequently. 
C( W&P)) = C(f W,(Y)). Hence. P( W,(Y)) = J(f W,(Y)). 
Thus, the theorem is proved. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Under the hypothesis of the preceding theorem. 
ZR(a, Y) is realcompact. (For a proof. use the preceding theorem in 
conjunction with Lemma 2.1.) 
Application. Consider any topological space X such that X is T,k. and 
denote its collection of zero sets by Jx. Note s,Y is separating, disjunctive, 
6, and normal. Let % = Jx. Then, C(fY) = C(Y). Hence, by the preceding 
corollary, IR(o, $,Y) = OX is realcompact. 
Part II (On fhe N-compactness of IR(a, 2)) 
THEOREM 2.2. Consider any set X and any lattice of subsets of X, 2, 
such that Y is an algebra. Then, IR(a, Y) is N-compact. 
Proof. Denote the collection of clopen subsets of IR(u. 2) by F. Show 
@ is replete. Denote the general element of IR(u, @) by V. Show S(V) # 0. 
Since 5? is an algebra, W,(Y) is an algebra. Hence. W,(Y) c 9. Since 14; 
is an algebra, it is disjunctive. Hence, by Lemma 2.1, W,(Y) is replete. 
Consider v ldd(W,(fl,, and denote it by pu. Since W,(9) c 557 c fW,(Y’), 
S(u) = S(p). Show p E fR(u, W,(Y)). Since 1’ E I(u, @), p E Z(u. W,(Y)). 
Since W,(9) is an algebra, I( W,(Y)) = IR (W,(Y)). Consequently. 
p E ZR(u, W,(Y)). Hence, since W,(Y) is replete, S@) # 0. Consequently, 
S(V) # 0. Hence, F is replete. Hence, ZR(u, Y) is N-compact. 
Applicarion. Consider any topological space X such that X is O- 
dimensional and T,, and let % be the collection of clopen sets. Then, since 
ip is an algebra, by the preceding theorem, ZR(u, Y) = o,X is N-compact. 
Part III (On the a-completeness of 1R(u, Y)) 
THEOREM 2.3. Consider any set X and any latfice of subsets of X, .Y’, 
such rhaf Ip is disjuncfitTe and an I-lattice [5]. Then, IR(u, 9) is u-complete. 
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Proof Since Y is disjunctive and an Z-lattice, t@‘,(9) is Lindelof. 
(Proof omitted.) Hence, since every Lindelof lattice is replete, t&‘,(Y) is 
replete. Hence, ZR(a, Y) is a-complete. 
Observation. The following statement is true: If .Y is Lindeldf and 
disjunctive, then W,(Y) is Lindeldf. (Proof omitted.) Hence, tW,(Y) is 
Lindelof. Consequently, ZR(o, 9’) is a-complete. 
THEOREM 2.4. Consider any set X and any lattice of subsets of X, 9, 
such that % is 6 and a@?) c s(p), and LY is disjunctive. Then, ZR(a, 9) is 
a-complete. 
Proof. Show tW,(9) is replete. Denote the general element of 
ZR(a, tW,(Y’)) by V. Show S(V) # 0. Since io is disjunctive, by Lemma 2.1, 
W,(Y) is replete. Consider l’IAtK.,(rY)), and denote it by p. Note S(V) = S@). 
Show p E ZR(a, W,(.Y)). Since v E Z(a, t W,(Y)), p E Z(o, W,(5!)). Consider 
the element of Z(Y), E, which is such that E’ =p. Then, since 
p E Z(a. W,(Y)), E E Z(u, 9). Hence, since Y is 6 and u(U) c s(Y), 
E E ZR(ip). Hence, since ip is disjunctive, p = E’ E ZR(W,(Y)). Conse- 
quently, p E ZR(u, W,(p)). Hence, since W,(g) is replete, S@) # 0. Conse- 
quently, S(V) # 0. Hence, tIV,(Y) is replete. Hence, ZR(u, 9) is a-complete. 
Application. Consider any topological space X such that X is T+, and 
let Y = 3. Then, by the preceding theorem, ZR(u, P) = OX is a-complete. 
THEOREM 2.5. Consider any set X and any two lattices of subsets of X, 
Y,, .5$, such that 9, semiseparates PI (Case l), or Y, is complement 
generated (Case 2) or Y, is 6 and ~(9,) c ~(9,) (Case 3), and i4, c Yz c 
(9,. The following statement is true: Zf 9, is replete, then Yi is replete. 
Proof Assume Yi is replete. Denote the general element of IR(u, Yz) 
by v. Show S(v) # 0. Consider vI~,~,,, and denote it by ,u. Since Y, c 91 c 
tF,, S(v) = S(u). Show p E ZR(u, 9,). Since v E Z(u, 5$), p E Z(u, Y,). 
Case 1. Since v E ZR(L$) and Y, semiseparates ifi;, p E ZR(Y,). Case 2. 
Since p E Z(u, 9,) and 9, is complement generated, p E ZR(Y,). Case 3. 
Since p E Z(u, 9,) and 9, is 6 and u(Y,) c ~(9,)~ fi E ZR(ip,). 
Consequently, p E ZR(u, 9,). Hence, since ik; is replete, S&) # 0. Conse- 
quently, S(v) # 0. Hence, Y1 is replete. 
Application. Consider any topological space X such that X is O- 
dimensional and T,, and denote its collection of clopen sets by %?. Note g 
semiseparates 3 and GY c 43 c @ =3. Hence, by the preceding theorem, if 
Q is replete, then 3 is replete; otherwise stated, if X is N-compact, then it is 
realcompact. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Consider any set X and any lattice of subsets of X, LX’, 
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such that WJY) semiseparates tW,(i’,) (Case 1). or U.JY ) is complemerlt 
generated (Case 2). or W,(Y) is 6 and a( W,(Y)) c s( W,(I( )) (Case 3). 
and Y’ is disjunctive. Then. IR(a. 2‘) is a-complete. 
ProoJ Since 2’ is disjunctive. by Lemma 2.1. W,(Y) is replete. Hence. 
by the preceding theorem, t W,(2) is replete. Hence, IR(a. -k’) is a-complete. 
Obseraation 1 (for Case 1). Consider any set X and any lattice of 
subsets of X, Y’, such that 9 is 6 and LindelGf. Then, Ii: separates (hence, 
semiseparates) tY. 
ProoJ Consider any two elements of tl;f’, n(L,,; a, EA,) n{L,,; 
a,EA,},suchthat(n(L,,;a,EA,})n(n(L,,;u,EA2})=0.Since~~s 
LindelGf, there exist a subset of A,, A ;” , and a subset of A ?, A F, such that 
w,,; a, wWn(W,,; az EAT})=0 and AT, A* are countable. 
Consider any such AT, A:. Then, since % is 6. n (L,, ; a, E AT} E Y’ and 
n {La?; a?EAz}EY. Denote n{L,,; a,EA:) by L, and n{L,.; 
a?EA”}’ by Lz. Then. n{L,,; a,EA,}cL, and n(L,,; a?EA:}cLJ. 
and L I fl L Z = 0. Hence. dt’ separates t2’. 
Application. Consider any set X and any lattice of subsets of X, i/ , such 
that Y is 6 and W,,(F) is Lindelcf. Then, W,(Y) semiseparates tW,(.Y). 
(Proof omitted.) 
Obsertlation 2 (for Case 2). Note if 2’ is complement generated, then 
W,(Y) is complement generated. 
Obsertlation 3 (for Case 3). Note the condition a( W,(Y)) c s( W,(Y)) 
is satisfied. e.g., when a( W,(Y)) = p( W,(Y)). Hence, in particular, when 
WJY’) is complement generated, which is true when Ii’ is complement 
generated. 
Application 1. Consider any set X, any lattice of subsets of X, Y’, and 
u(Y). Since u(Y) is an algebra, it is disjunctive and complement generated. 
Since u(Y) is complement generated, by Observation 2, W,(u(Y)) is 
complement generated. Hence, by the preceding corollary (Case 2). 
IR (a, u(Y)) is a-complete. 
Application 2. Consider any topological space X such that X is T,?. 
Then, Ir(oX) (the lattice of zero sets of OX) is replete. (See the applicatkk 
following Corollary 2.1.) Hence, since Z(uX) is 6 and u(A(oX)) c s(Z(oX)), 
and P(oX) cY(oX) (the collection of closed sets of OX), by the preceding 
theorem (Case 3). .Y(uX) is replete. Hence, OX is a-complete. 
THEOREM 2.6. Consider an! set X and any lattice of subsets of X. 2. 
such that 2 is normal and countably paracompact. and disjunctive. Then, 
IR (a. Y’) is a-complete. 
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ProoJ Show tW’,(&F) is replete. Denote the general element of 
ZR(a, tW,(Y)) by v. Show S(v) # 0. Since 9 is disjunctive, W,(5?) is 
replete. Consider vI~(~,,,~), and denote it by p. Note S(v) = Sk). Consider 
any element of ZR( W,(9)), p, such that p < p on W,(Y). (Use a filter 
argument.) 
Then, S@) c S@). Show p E ZR((a, W,(Y)). Since 11 E Z(a, rW,(Y)), 
p E Z(o. W,(Y)). Hence, p is o-smooth on W,(Y). Hence, since p < p on 
W,(Y)), and ip is normal and countably paracompact, p is a-smooth on 
W,(9). (Proof omitted.) Hence, since p E ZR( W,(Y)), p E ZR(o, W,(U)). 
Hence, since Wo(1;17) is replete, S@) # 0. Consequently, S@) + 0. Conse- 
quently, S(v) # 0. Hence, fW,(Y’) is replete. Hence, ZR(a, Y) is a-complete. 
Application 1. Consider any topological space X such that X is O- 
dimensional and T,, denote its collection of clopen sets by q’, and let 
Y = F. Then, by the preceding theorem. ZR(o. ‘F) = o,X is a-complete. 
Appfication 2. Consider any topological space X such that X is T,, and 
denote its collection of Bore1 sets by 3. Then, by the preceding theorem, 
ZR (a, .8) is cl-complete. 
Part IV (On the Borel-completeness of ZR(o, 2)) 
Consider any set X and any lattice of subsets of X, Y’. The following 
statements are true: 
(1) If a(9) is replete, then ip is replete. 
(2) If Y is replete, 6 and a(9) c s(Y), then o(Y) is replete. 
Prooj (I) Assume u(9) is replete. Denote the general element of 
ZR(u, Y) by p. Show S@) # 0. Note S@) = f’J (L E Yzplp(L) = 1 }. Consider 
the extension of p to u(Y), and denote it by v. Note S(v) = 
n (B E U(q V(B) = i }. c onsequently, S(v) c S@). Show 1’ E ZR(u, u(Y)). 
Since p is Y-regular, v is &Y-regular. Hence, v E Z(u(9)). Since u(9) is an 
algebra, Z(u(9)) = ZR(u(9)). Consequently, v E ZR (a, u(Y)). Hence, since 
u(Y) is replete, S(v) # 0. Consequently, S@) # 0. Hence, 5? is replete. 
Hence, 1 is true. 
(2) Assume 9 is replete, 6 and u(V) c s(9). Denote the general 
element of ZR(u, u(Y)) by v. Show S(v) # 0. Consider II~.,,~~, and denote it 
by p. Since r E Z(u. u(Y)), p E Z(u, ;P). Hence, since 9 is 6 and u(Y) c 
s(9), p E ZR(u, Y). Hence. p is Y-regular. Hence, since % is 6, the 
extension of p to u(Y), which is v, is p-regular. Hence, for every element of 
u(Y). B, if v(B) = 1. then there exists an element of Y, L. such that L c B 
andp(L)=v(L)= 1. Hence, n(BEu(Y)lv(B)= l} I n(L EYlp(L)= I}. 
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Consequently, S(V) 1 S(u). Moreover. since ,U E fR(a. I ) and 2 is replete. 
S@) # 0. Consequently. S(V) # 0. Hence. a(2 ) is replete. 
Thus. the theorem is proved. 
Application 1. Consider any topological space X such that X is T,!. and 
let ;c’ = P. Then, by the preceding theorem, -K is replete iff a($) is replete: 
otherwise stated, X is realcompact, iff X is Baire-replete. 
Remark. This result is due to Hewitt [ 131. 
Application 2. Consider any topological space X such that X is analytic, 
and let Y =Y. Then, by the preceding theorem, .-7 is replete iff a(F) is 
replete; otherwise stated, X is a-complete iff X is Borel-complete. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Consider any set X and any lattice of subsets of X, 9’. 
The following statement is true: If IR(o, 9) is a-complete and a(t W,(Y)) c 
s(t W,(Y)), then IR(o, 9) is Borel-complete. 
Proof Assume IR(a, 9) is a-complete and a(tW,(Y)) c s(t W,(Y)). 
Since IR(a, I/‘) is a-complete, t W,(Y) is replete. Consequently, t W,(9) is 
replete, 6 and o(tW,(Y)) c s(tW,(Y)). Hence, by the preceding theorem 
(Part 2), a(t W,(Y)) is replete. Hence, IR(a, Y) is Borel-complete. 
3 
In this section we present necessary or sufficient conditions for repleteness. 
Some of these conditions are expressed in terms of the concept of .‘56-closure. 
Our results, in particular, generalize theorems of Mrbwka on Stone-Cech- 
compactification [ 151, of Frolik on realcompact spaces 181, and of Wenjen 
on realcompact spaces [ 18 1. 
LEMMA 3.1. Consider any set X and any lattice of subsets of X, 2. such 
that Y’ is separating and disjunctive. The following statement is true: If dt’ is 
normal and countably paracompact, then if (Li; i E N) is in 2’ and (Li) is 
decreasing and (Ji W(L,) c IR(9) -X, then there exists an element of 
P(tw(Y)), K,, such that ni W(L,) c K, c IR(.Y) -X. 
Proof. Assume 9 is normal and countably paracompact. Consider any 
sequence in 9, (Li), such that (Li) is decreasing and ni W(Li) c 
IR(.Y) - X, and show there exists an elements of Z(t W(9)), K,, such that 
ni W(Li)cK,cIR(g)-X. Since ni W(L,)cIR(Y)-X, niLi=0. 
Consequently, lim, Li = 0. Hence, since Y is countably paracompact, there 
exists a sequence in 9, (Li), such that for every i, Li c Lf, and (z:) is 
decreasing and lim, J?: = 0. Consider any such (ti). Then, for every n, since 
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L, c z;, W(L,) c W(L;) = W(z,)‘. Hence, ni W(L,) c W(L,)‘. Note 
0, W(L,) is compact and W(L,)’ is open. Since 9 is normal, [R(P) is T,. 
Consequently, IR(.Y) is locally compact and T,. Hence, by the Baire 
Sandwich Theorem [ 111, there exists a compact 3$-set, K,, such that 
ni W(L,) c K, c I#$,,)‘. Note n, K, is a compact L?+set. Hence, since 
ZR(9) is T, and normal, n, K, E z(tW(Y)). Denote 0, K, by K,. Then, 
ni w(L,) c K, c ni w(Liy. s mce 
ni t; = 0. Hence, ni W(L,)’ 
$I) is decreasing and limi LI = 0, 
c IR(P) -X. Consequently, ni W(L,) c K, c 
IR(Lq -x. 
Thus, the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 3.2. Consider any set X and any lattice of subsets of X, Y. 
Then, for every element of P(t W(Y)), 2, there exists a sequence in Y-, (L,,), 
such that 2 = 0, W(L,)‘. 
Proof: Denote the general element of S(tW(S!)) by Z. Note 2 is a 3;. 
set, i.e., there exists a sequence in tW(ik)‘? (O,), such that Z = n, 0,. 
Consider any such (0,). Then, for every n, since W(9)’ is a base for 
tW(p)‘, there exists a subset of W(Y)‘, ( W(L,,,“)‘; a, E A,,}, such that 
on = u 1 W,,,“Y~ a,, E A,,}. Consider any such ( W(L,.,“)‘; a,, E A,\. 
Then, Z = U { W(L,,J; a, E A,}. Hence, since Z is compact, there exists a 
subset of A,, A,*, such that Z c U ( W(L, a )‘; a,, E AZ } and AZ is finite. 
Consider any such A,$. Since A,* is tihie, U (W(L,,,J’: a, E A,*} = 
wu K,,“; a,E A,*}). Denote n(L,,,“; a,, E A,*} by L,z. Then, 
zc W(L,)’ c 0,. Consequently, Z = r), W(L,)‘. 
Thus, the lemma is proved. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Consider any topological space X. Denote the general 
subset of X by A. (a) The .&-closure of A (Mrowka) is the set whose general 
element is an element of X, x, such that for every 3-set G, if x E G, then 
G n A # 0, and is denoted by A’. (‘J?) A is .3-closed iff A =x6. (Note A is 
.F&-closed iff for every element of X, x, if x 65 A, then there exists a .&-set, G, 
such that GnA =a.) 
THEOREM 3.1. Consider any set X and any lattice of subsets of X, Ye. 
The following statements are true: 
(1) If Y is separating and disjunctive, then IR(a, .Y’) c x”, where the 
.F6-closure is taken in IR(I/‘). 
(2) If Y’ is separating, disjunctive, normal and countablJ 
paracompact, hen xs c IR(a, 9). 
ProoJ (1) Assume 2” is separating and disjunctive, and show 
IR(a, I,L’) c d6. Assume IR(a, 2’) c? 3’. Then, there exists an element of 
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IR(2 ). p. such that ,U E ZR(o. d ) and ,U tE X*. Consider any such ,u. Since 
,U 6? X6, there exists a 6,.set of tW(J ). fl,, 0,,, such that iu E n,, 0,, and 
(0, 0,) n X= 0. Consider any such n,, O,,. Since I+‘(Y)’ is a base for 
tW(_i’)‘, there exists a sequence in d, <‘:I,,,). such that ,D E n,, W(f.,)’ c 
0, 0,. (For a proof of this statement use the method of proof of 
Lemma 3.2.) Consider any such (L,). Then. ,u E n,, CV(L,,)’ c Z&(2 ) ~ X. 
Hence, for every n, ,@A) = 1. and n,, I.; = 0. Since ,U E ZR(a, I ). a 
contradiction has arisen. Hence, ZR (a. 2’) c 2’. 
(2) Assume Y is separating, disjunctive, normal and countably 
paracompact. and show X6 c ZR(a, 2 ). Assume Xbc5 ZR(a. Y’). Then, there 
exists an element of ZR(p ), ,u, such that .U E X6 and p & ZR(u, J’). Consider 
any such ,u. Since ,D G ZR(u, Y), there exists a sequence in -;/‘, (LJ, such that 
(~5,) is decreasing and lim, I!., = 0, and for every n, ,u(L,) = 1. Consider any 
such (L, j. Then. ,D E n, W(L,,) c ZR(r(‘) -X. Hence. since ic is separating, 
disjunctive, normal and countably paracompact, by Lemma 3.1. there exists 
an element of P(tW(Y)), K,, such that n, W(L,) c K, cZR(Y) -X. 
Consider any such K,. By Lemma 3.2, there exists a sequence in 2 , (L,J. 
such that K, = 0, IV@,,)‘. Consider any such (z,). Then, ,D E n,, W(L,,)’ c 
ZR(Y) - X. Since ,D E x6, a contradiction has arisen. Hence, X6 c ZR(u, I ). 
(3) Consequently. ZR(u, Y) = F”. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Consider any set X and anJ7 lattice of subsets of X. 2 , 
such that 2 is separating, disjunctitle, normal and countab!v paracompact. 
Then, Y is replete iff X is 5,.closed. (For a proof use the preceding 
theorem.) 
Remark. This result generalizes a theorem of Mrowka [ 15 1. 
THEOREM 3.2. Consider any set X and any lattice of subsets of X, 2 . 
The following statements are true: 
(1) Zf 2 is separating and disjunctitle, then if there exists a subset of 
P(t W(Y)), (Z, ; a E A }, such that X = n, Z:, then 2’ is replete. 
(2) Zf J is separating, disjunctive, normal and countab!,? 
paracompact, then if 9’ is replete, then there exists a subset of P(t W(J)). 
(Z,;aEA},suchthatX=n,Z;. 
Proof (1) Assume 1’ is separating and disjunctive. Further, assume 
there exists a subset of Z(t W(Y)), (Z ,;aEA},suchthatX=n,Z:,.Show 
_;/; is replete. Show ZR(o, Y) =X. Assume ZR(u, 9”) #X. Then. 
ZR(u, Y) - X # 0. Consider any element of ZR(u, 2) - X, ~1. Further. 
consider any subset of P(t W(Y)), (Z, : a E A }, such that X = 0, Z;, . 
Then, ZR(Y) -X = U, Z,. Consequently, there exists an element of A, a. 
such that P E Z,. Consider any such a. By Lemma 3.2. there exists a 
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sequence in ;V, (L,), such that Z, = 0, W(L,)‘. Consider any such (L,). 
Then, ,U E n, W(L,)’ c M(Y) - X. Hence, for every n, ,u(LL) = 1, and 
n, L:, = 0. Since p E IR(a, Y), a contradiction has arisen. Hence, 
ZR(o, 2’) =X. Hence, .!/’ is replete. Hence, 1 is true. 
(2) Assume Y is separating, disjunctive, normal and countably 
paracompact. Further, assume 2 is replete. Show there exists a subset of 
J(tW(Y)), (Z,; a E A}, such that X = 0, Z;. Consider the case 
fR(Y) -X # 0. Consider any element of IR(Y’) -X. p. Since It is replete, 
IR(a, Y ) = X. Consequently, p @ IR(a, Y). Hence, there exists a sequence in 
Y’, (L,), such that (L,) is decreasing and lim, L, = 0. and for every n, 
,Q,,) = 1. Consider any such (L,). Then, iu E 0, W(L,) c ZR(Y) -X. 
Hence, by Lemma 3.1, there exists an element of $(tIV(Y)), Z,, such that 
0, W(L,)cZ, cIR(Y) -X. Consider any such Z,. Then, p E Z, c 
ZR(;/‘) -x. Hence, [R(Y)-X=U(Z,; ,uEER(Y)-X}. Hence, 
X = n (Z; ; p E IR(Y) - X). Hence, 2 is true. 
Thus. the theorem is proved. 
Remark. This theorem generalizes a theorem of Frolik 181. 
THEOREM 3.3. Consider any set X and anI1 lattice of subsets of X, Y’. 
The following statements are true: 
(1) If .Y’ is separating and disjunctive, then if there exists a collection 
of j %-sets of t W(Y), (F, ; a E A }, such that X = 0, F, , then 2. is replete. 
(2) rf 2 is separating, disjunctive, normal and countabl? 
paracompact, then if Y. is replete, then there exists a collection of .~Fv-sets of 
tW(Y’). (F,: a E A}, such that X= 0, F,. 
ProoJ (1) Imitate the proof of Part 1 of Theorem 3.2. 
(2) Assume Y is separating, disjunctive, normal and countably 
paracompact. Further, assume Y is replete. Show there exists a collection of 
FU-sets of tW(Y)), (F, ; u E A }, such that X = 0, F,. Consider the case 
IR(Y) -X # 0. Consider any element of IR(Y) -X, p. Since Y is replete, 
by Corollary 3.1, f’ = X. Hence, since ,u & X, there exists a .%,-set of 
tW(Y), G,, such that p E G, and G, n X = 0. Consider any such G,. 
Then. ,uEGG,cIR(Y)-X. Hence, ZR(Y’)-X=U(G,; PEER(Y)-X}. 
Hence, X = n (G; ; p E IR(Y) - X) and, since G, is a .%-set. GL is an .7”,- 
set. Hence, (2) is true. 
Thus, the theorem is proved. 
Remark. This theorem generalizes a theorem of Wenjen [ 18 1. 
Obseraation. Since every cozero set is an TO-set, Part 1 of Theorem 3.3 
implies Part 1 of Theorem 3.2, and Part 2 of Theorem 3.2 implies Part 2 of 
Theorem 3.3. 
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Applications of the Generalization of Mrowka’s Theorem (G.M.T.). of the 
Generalization of Frolik’s Theorem (G.F.T.), and of the Generalization of 
Wenjen’s Theorem (G.W.T.) 
(1) Consider any topological space X such that X is normal, T, , and 
countably paracompact, and denote its collection of closed sets by .F. Note 
iT is separating, disjunctive, normal and countably paracompact. 
(2) Consider any topological space X such that X is Tzt, and denote 
its collection of zero sets by 3. Note 3 is separating, disjunctive, normal 
and countably paracompact. 
(3) Consider any topological space X such that X is O-dimensional 
and T,, and denote its collection of clopen sets by q. Note P is separating, 
disjunctive, normal and countably paracompact. 
(4) Consider any topological space X, such that X is T,, and denote 
its collection of Bore1 sets by -8. Note 9 is separating, disjunctive, normal 
and countably paracompact. 
Next, denote any element of (jT, Z, q’, 9}, by Y. Then, P’ is separating, 
disjunctive, normal and countably paracompact. Hence, G.M.T., G.F.T.. and 
G.W.T. are applicable to 9. 
Illustration. Let P = 2. Then, 
(I) By G.M.T., X is realcompact iff X is .%,-closed in PX. 
(II) By G.F.T., 
(1) Since P is separating and disjunctive, then if there exists a 
subset of P(JX), (Z, ; a E A 1, such that X = f), Z;, then X is realcompact. 
(2) Since P is separating, disjunctive, normal and countably 
paracompact, then if X is realcompact, then there exists a subset of Z(pX), 
{Z,; aEA}, such that X=n,ZL. 
(III) By G.W.T., 
(1) Since Z is separating and disjunctive, then if there exists a 
collection of iT,-sets of PX, (F, ; aEA}, such that X=n,F,, then X is 
realcompact. 
(2) Since I is separating, disjunctive, normal and countably 
paracompact, then if X is realcompact, then there exists a collection of .FO- 
sets of PX, (F, ; a E A }. such that X = 0, F, . 
Another application of G.F.T.: Consider any set X and any two lattices of 
subsets of X, $, Y<, such that Y< c Y1. The following statement is true: If 
-;C; and YZ are separating and disjunctive, then if Y, is normal and rijl 
separates Y”, and there exists a subset of X(t W(P?)), (Zz,, ; a E A }, such 
that X = 0, Z;,, , then ri, and Y1 are replete. 
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Proof: Assume is, and p2 are separating and disjunctive. Further, 
assume 9, is normal and PI separates L&, and there exists a subset of 
~(tW%,)), v,,,; a E A }, such that X= 0, Z;,, . Consider any such 
(Z Z,a ; a E A }. Since Yz is separating and disjunctive, by G.F.T., Part 1, L$ 
is replete. Next, consider the function v which is such that D, = IR(L$) and 
for every element of IR(y?,), u, W(V) = v/,~(~,). Since 9, is normal and 9, 
separates Y2, v(IR(Y2)) = IR(Yr) and v/ is invertible and w-’ is continuous. 
Note w(X) = X. Hence, since v/ is invertible, X = n, w(Z;,,). Since ‘//-I is 
continuous, for every element of A, a, w(Z,,,) E P(tW(Y,)). Denote v(Z,,,) 
bY z,,,. Then, X = n, z;., . Hence, since Y, is separating and disjunctive, 
by (G.F.T.), Part 1, Y, is replete. 
Next, we will give an application of this result. In order to do this, we 
need the following: 
LEMMA. Consider any set X and any lattice of subsets of X, 2, such that 
Y’ is separating, disjunctive, and normal. The following statement is true: If 
X E t W( 1;“)’ and % is a-compact, then IR (2’) - X E s(t W(Y)). 
ProoJ Assume X E t W(Y)’ and 9 is a-compact. Denote the collection 
of Y-compact sets by .fl. Since io is u-compact, there exists a sequence in 
.R, (K,), such that X= U,K,,. Consider any such (K,). Then, 
IR(9) - X = n,, KA. Denote the general element of .x by K. Note K is 
tW(Y)-compact. Since 9 is normal, IA(%) is T,. Consequently, 
K E t&‘(Y). Hence, for every n, KA E tW(F)‘. Consequently, IR(Y) - X is 
a .Qet. Moreover, since X E tW(iP)‘, IR(Y) - X E tW(Y). Consequently, 
IR(Y) - X is a closed &set. Hence, since ZR(Y) is normal, 
IR(P) - XE -F(tW(2q). 
Remark. The converse is also true. 
Application. Consider any set X and any two lattices of subsets of X, 2, , 
2,, such that 9, c Y2, 2, and p2 are separating and disjunctive, Y, is 
normal and -;k; separates Y2, and X E tW(l;L;)’ and Y2 is o-compact. Then, 
Y, and Y2 are replete. 
Proof. Since Y, is normal and Yi separates %,, Y2 is normal. Conse- 
quently, ~2; is separating, disjunctive, normal, and XE tW(Y2)’ and Y2 is cr- 
compact. Hence, by the preceding result, 9, and L$ are replete. 
THEOREM 3.4. Consider any set X and any lattice of subsets of X, Y, 
such that Y’ is disjunctive, 6 and u(Y)) c s(Y). Also, consider any subset of 
X, A, such that A is .F;-closed with respect to the topology t9, and any 
lattice of subsets of A, LFa, such that ;/’ n A c Ik, c t(Y n A). The following 
statement is true: If Y is replete, then L$ is replete. 
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Proof: Assume ic is replete. Denote the general element of IR(o. .J , ) 
by ,u. Shows S(L) # 0. Note SW) = 0 {D E :t, Ip(D) = 1 }. Since 
YnnAcY;ct(S?nnA), SCu)=n(LnAILE~&~(LnA)=l}. Since 
.d’(Y)nA =.d(;L’nA) and YnA CL/;. .d(lk’)nA c.d(;/;)=Du. 
Next, consider the function ,L which is such that D; = M’(V) and for every 
element of L@‘(Y), B, F(B) =,u(BnA). Note $ E I(Y). Also, S(u) = 
fl{LnA~LEY&,L(L)=l/ = njxi/‘lb(q=l) n ,4 = s(g) n A. 
Show ,L E IZ?(a, -(o. Since ,U E [(a, x,), ,L E Z(a, Y). Hence, since Y is 6 and 
a(Y) c s(Y), ,L E ZR(a, Y’). Hence. since i/; is replete, S(L) # 0. Consider 
any element of S(@), x. Show x E S(U). Assume x 65 S(J). Then. .Y 6L A. 
Hence, since A is .%,-closed with respect to the topology tY. there exists a 
&set of fY, fi, O,, such that x E n, 0, and (n, 0,) f7 X = 0. Consider 
any such 0, 0,. Note for every tr, x E 0,. Hence, since Y’ is a base for 
(M)‘, there exists an element of Y, L,. such that x E LA c 0,. Consider 
any such L,. Then, since Y is disjunctive, there exists an element of Y, L,,, 
such that x E z, c LA. Consider any such f,, . Then, since c&O,) n A = 0, 
(nJ,)nA =0. N ext, show for every n, ,@, n A) = 1. Assume there 
exists an n such that ,u(E,, n A) = 0. Consider any such n. Then, b(L,) = 0. 
Hence, ,@L) = 1. Hence, since ,L? is Y-regular, there exists an element of %, 
i,,, such that 6, CL; and ,L?(L^,) = 1. Consider any such i,,. Then, since 
x E S@), x E L,. Consequently, x E LA. (Contradiction.) Hence, for every 
4 ,u(f, n A) = 1. Hence, since p E I(u. 1;“,), p(n, (L,I n A)) = 1. 
(Contradiction.) Hence, S@) # 0. Hence, 5‘; is replete. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Consider any set X, any lattice of subsets of X, Y’, any 
subset of X, A, and any lattice of subsets of A, x4. (a) A is f-embedded in 
X iff P(L$) = Z(Y) nA. (p) A is C,-embedded in X iff C,(yJ) = 
C,(P) n A. 
COROLLARY 3.2. A subspace of a realcompact space is realcompact. if it 
is x-embedded and its trace is &-closed. 
Outline of proof: Consider any realcompact space X and denote its 
collection of closed sets by -F(X) and its collection of zero sets by P(X). 
Also, consider any subset of X, A, such that A is .Qclosed, and the 
topological space (A, A nF(X)‘). A ssume the topological space A is J- 
embedded in X. Then, P(A) = 3(X)n A. Hence, Z(X) fI A = S(A) c 
t(P(X) n A). Hence, by the preceding theorem, P(A) is replete. Hence. the 
toplogical space A is realcompact. 
Application. Consider any topological space X such that X is normal, 
T,, and realcompact. Also, consider any subset of X, A. such that A is 
closed. Then, the topological space A is real compact. (Proof omitted.) 
Another application of Theorem 3.4. Consider any topological space X, 
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such that X is analytic, and let Y =.F. Also, consider any subset of X, A, 
such that A is Y&‘,-closed, and let 9A = .-Fd. Note Y’ n A = r/j, = t(Y n A ). 
Hence, by the preceding theorem, if 3 is replete, then .Y, is replete; 
otherwise stated, if X is a-complete, then A is a-complete. 
4 
In this section we present an embedding theorem for IR(a, Y’), and then 
we apply it to repleteness. 
LEMMA 4.1. Consider any set X and any lattice of subsets of X, 2, such 
that 9 is 6 and normal. Denote the general element of C(Y) by f and 
consider the function f which is such that D?= ZR(a, Y) and for every 
element of ZR(a, U), p, fi) = 1 f dp. Then, f is finite. (Proof in Lemma 2.3.) 
LEMMA 4.2. Consider any set X and any lattice of subsets of X, Y, such 
that r;/’ is 6 and normal. Consider the vague (weak*) topology on MR(;“) 
and denote it bqy V. Then, ZR(Y) is closed in MR(Y). 
Outline of proof Consider any element of MR(Y’), ,u, such that there 
exists a net in ZR(Y), @,), such that ,u, -‘,u. Show p E ZR(Y). Consider 
any such 01,). Then, by the Portmanteau theorem 131, the following 




For every element of Y’, L, llmpu,(L) <p(L). 
(3) For every element of 9, L, b,au,(L’) >,a(L’). 
Since 1 is true, p(X) = 1. Hence, for every element of Y’, L, 0 < ,u(L) < 1. 
Show for every element of 9, L, p(L) E (0, 1 }. Assume there exists an 
element of Y, L, such that 0 < p(L) < 1, and derive a contradiction. (Details 
omitted.) 
Next, consider any set X and any lattice of subsets of X, Y, such that Y 
is 6 and normal. Further, consider the topology t on ZR(o, Y), which is such 
that for every net in ZR(a, i”), @,), for every element of ZR(a, Y), ,a, p, -+ ,a. 
iff for every element of C(9), f, j f dp, + 1 f dp. 
THEOREM 4.1. Zf (,a,) is in ZR(a, 9) and ,a E ZR(a. rS), then ,uu, + ,u in 
tW,Jp), #-,a, + ,u in t. 
Proof (a) Assume ,u~ + ,u in tW,(Y), and show pu, -+ ,u in t. Denote the 
general element of C(Y) by f: Show j” f &, -+ j f dp. Assume f > 0. Denote 
the general element of N by n and the general element of X by x. For each n, 
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consider {X 1 J-(X) > n }. Since fE C(Y), (?clf(.u) > rz} E ic. Denote 
{xlf(~)>n} by L, Then, (LA, is increasing and lim, Lk = X. Hence, since 
p E I(o, Y), lim, ,u(LA) = p&m, LL) = p(X) = 1. Hence, there exists a value 
of II. tzo, such that p(L&) = 1. Consider any such 1~~. Since It’ is 6 and 
normal, VnZR(P) = tW(Y). (See [ 161.) Hence, VnZR(a, Y’) = Vn 
(zR(%)nzR(~,2~)) = (vnIR(.2))nIR(0.i/‘) = tw(2~)nIR(0.Y)= 
r W’,(Y). Hence, since p, -+ p in I W,(Y), p, + p in V n ZR (a, 2’). Hence, by 
the Portmanteau theorem, limpu,(L&) >p(L;J. Hence, since p(L&) = 1. 
there exists a value of a, a,, such that if (;1 > a,, then p,(L&) = 1. Consider 
any such a,. Then, if a>,~,, then /If&, -1fdpI =IJrd;, fdp, -jL, fdpl. 
(Note Lemma 4.1 has been used here.) Consider min(f, no!. and den& it by 
g. Note g E C,(Y). Then, if a > u,, then IJfdp, - if dpl = 11 g dp, - 
J”gdpl. Since y,-p in vn ZR(u. Y) and g E C,(Y), !‘ g dp, + j g dp. 
Consequently, j fdp, + j’f dp. Hence, for every element of C(Y), f, 
j”f dp, + j’f dp. Hence, pu, + p in t. 
(j?) Assume ,uu, -+ ,u in r, and show P.~ --t fi in tW,(2 ). Since ,u~ + iu in 
t, for every element of C(Y), J Jf dp, + j f Q. Hence, for every element of 
C,(Y’), f, j‘fdp, + jf dp. Hence, pu, +.IJ in Vf-7 ZR(u. 2). Hence, since 
vn ZR(u, Y) = t W,(Y) (see Part u)), pu, + ,U in t W,(Y). 
Thus, the theorem is proved. 
THEOREM 4.2. Consider any set X and any lattice of subsets of X. 2. 
such that ;C; is separating, disjunctive, 6 and normal, and couuntab[l 
paracompact. Then, IR(u, 9) is homeomorphic to a closed subset of a 
product of real lines. 
Proof: For each element of C(Y), f. set R,= R. (R denotes the set of 
real numbers.) Consider n,-EVc,,, R,. Note nfEV,/, R, = R“‘“. Denote 
n,,,,, R, by S; denote the product topology on S by rr. Next, consider the 
function I,V which is such that D, = ZR(u, 9”) and for every element of 
ZR(u, Y), ,u, W(U) is the element of S which is such that for every element of 
C(Y), J t&)(f) = 1 f dp. (By Lemma 4.1, for every p, ~01) is finite.) 
(a) Show v/ is invertible. Consider any two elements of ZR(u, Y’), ,u, , 
,u~, such that ,u, # ,uu,. Then, since p,, ,u? E ZR(P), there exist two elements of 
9. L,, L,, such that ,u,(L,) = 1 =,u2(L2). p,(L,) = 0 =p,(L,), and 
L, n L, = 0. Consider any such L,, L,. Since L,nL2=0 and Y is 
normal, there exists an element of C,(p), f, such that f (L,) = ( 11, 
f(L,) = (O), and 0 <f < 1. Consider any suchJ Then. 
wlul)(f)=jfdp, 2j fd& =UL)= 1 
1. L 
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and 
t&)(f) = jfdp, = [ f dp, +,i j-d/+ = 0 + 0 = 0. 
-L2 Li 
Hence, t&r) # I&). Hence, I,U is invertible. 
W Show w is a homeomorphism. Note the general basic 
neighborhood in x is V(w,, ; g, ,..., g,; E), where oO is an arbitrary element of 
s, g , ,..., g,, are arbitrary elements of C(P), and E is an arbitrary positive 
number, and V(W,, ; g, ,..., g, ; &)={0ESI/w(gi)-Wo(gi)l <E; i= l,...rm}. 
Hence, the general basic neighborhood in x n yl(ZR(a, 2)) is V(t&,,); 
g, 3.*-r g, ; E) = {W@) E V(ZR(O9 p;))I I V@)( gi) - W&0)( gili < Ei i = ly--3 m I = 
(W(U) E y/(ZR(a, Y))I I_)_ gi dp - i gi dp,, < E ; i = l..... m }. Also, the general 
basic neighborhood in tW,(Y) = Yn ZR(o, u’) is I+,-,; g, ,..., g,; E) = 
(,D E ZR(o, Y)I IJ^ gi dp - j gi dp,I < E; i = l,..., m). Hence, v/ is bicontinuous. 
Consequently, IJI is a homeomorphism. 
(y) Show y/(ZR(o, 2)) is closed in S. Consider any element of S, o, 
such that there exists a net in ZR(a, Y), @,), such that w(D,) + w. Show 
0 E v(ZR(a, 9)). Since I&,) -+ w, for every element of C(Y), f, 
I&U,)(~) + cc(f). Hence, LC) is a positive linear functional. Show w is 
enveloped [5 1. Consider any subset of C(Y), Z, such that there exist two 
elements of C(Y), f, g, such that for every element of Z, h, f < h <g. 
Consider any such f, g. Then, since w is a positive linear functional, for 
every element of Z, h, w(f) < w(h) < w(g). Hence, w is enveloped. Hence, 
since % is 6 and normal, and countably paracompact, by 151, there exists an 
element of MR(u, P), ,u,, such that for every element of C(Y), A w(f) = 
.I? &o, and pO is unique. Hence, since for every element of C(Y), f. 
r,+,)(J) + w(f ), for every element of C(Y), f, J'f dp, + j'f dp,. Hence, for 
every element of C,,(P), f, J'f Q, + jf dp,. Hence, pa + puo in v. Hence, 
since ZR(Y) is closed in MR(Y), iuO E ZR(Y). Consequently, ,u,, E ZR(u, ~2”). 
Consequently, pu, + pu, in VnZR(u, 2). Hence, since v is continuous, 
u/(,u,) --t IJ&,). Hence, since I,+,) + w and rc is Tz, o = I&,,). Hence, 
o E y(ZR(u, 2)). Hence, y(ZR(u? Y)) is closed in S. 
Thus, the theorem is proved. 
Remark. This theorem generalizes a theorem of Varadarajan 1171. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 4.2, if 1;c’ is also 
replete, then X is homeomorphic to a closed subset of a product of real lines. 
Applications. (1) Consider any topological space X such that X is T,i 
and denote its collection of zero sets by 2. Then, 
(a) ZR(u, 1’) = OX is homeomorphic to a closed subset of a product 
of real lines. 
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@) If X is also realcompact. then it is homeomorphic to a closed 
subset of a product of real lines. 
(2) Consider any topological space X such that X is T,, normal. and 
countably paracompact and denote its collection of closed sets by. F. Then. 
(a) ZR(o, .7) is homeomorphic to a closed subset of a product of 
real lines. 
(J) If X is also a-complete (i.e.. F-replete). then X is 
homeomorphic to a closed subset of a product of real lines. 
(3) Consider any topological space X such that X is T, and denote its 
collection of Bore1 sets by 9. Then. 
(cx) IR(a, 9’) = r(a, 9) is homeomorphic to a closed subset of a 
product of real lines. 
@) If X is also Borel-complete (i.e.. .&-replete), then X is 
homeomorphic to a closed subset of a product of real lines. 
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